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NOMENCLATURE 
 Activity coefficient 
∆ Enthalpy change of the reaction 
AD Anaerobic digestion 
ADM1 Anaerobic Digestion Model No. 1 
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AS Activated sludge  
ASM1, 2d, 3 Activated Sludge Model No. 1, 2d, 3 
ANAER Anaerobic zone 
ANOX Anoxic zone 
 or  Activity of the species (i) or component (j) 
BSM2 Benchmark Simulation Model No. 2 
COD Chemical oxygen demand 
D Divalent ion 
DAE Differential algebraic equation 
 Methane gas production  
 ! Carbon dioxide gas production 
! Hydrogen gas production  
"Z$ Vector containing the values of the set of implicit algebraic equations 
(g1(z1, …, zn), …, gn(z1,…, zn)) I  Ionic strength  
IWA International Water Association 
'( 
Analytical Jacobian of first order partial derivatives  
)"* , … , ,$ )"-* , … , -.$/  
0 Equilibrium constant 
0 Henry constant 
01a Oxygen volumetric mass transfer  
01a !  Carbon dioxide volumetric transfer  
M Monovalent ion 
MMP Multiple mineral precipitation 
4 Number of components 
NR Newton-Raphson 
456 Number of species 
OCI Operational cost index 
PCM Physico-chemical model 
ODE Ordinary differential equation 
R  Universal gas constant 
789 or 789: Acetate concentration (total and free component) 
7;< or 7;<=> Aluminium concentration (total and free component) 
78? Anion concentration  
7@A or 7@A: Butyrate concentration (total and free component) 
78 or 78=!  Calcium concentration (total and free component) 
798B Cation concentration  
7CD ith scenario 
7< or 7<:  Chloride concentration (total and free component) 
7E or 7 >:! Inorganic carbon concentration (total and free component) 
7 ! ∗ Carbon dioxide saturation concentration  
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Secondary clarifier 
7EG or 7G= Inorganic nitrogen concentration (total and free component) 
7EH or 7H => Inorganic phosphorus concentration (total and free component) 
7IJK or 7IJ=! Iron (II) concentration (total and free component) 
7IJL or 7IJ=> Iron (II) concentration (total and free component) 
7= Proton concentration (total and free component) 
7! Hydrogen concentration  
7M or 7M: Bisulfide concentration (total and free component) 
7 Species concentration  
7 Component concentration  
7N or 7N= Potassium concentrate (total and free component)ion  
7OP or 7OP=! Magnesium concentration (total and free component) 
7G8 or 7G8= Sodium concentration (total and free component) 
7G K or 7G !:  
7G :
Nitrite concentration (total and free component) 
7G L or 7G >: Nitrate concentration (total and free component) 
76QR or 76QR: Propionate concentration (total and free component) 
7M S or 7M :!  Sulfate concentration (total and free component) 
7T8 or 7T8: Valerate concentration (total and free component) 
T Temperature (K) 
VFA Volatile fatty acids 
WWTP Wastewater treatment plant 
XOJ  Metal hydroxides 
XOJH Metal phosphates 
XH; Poly-hydroxy-alkanoates 
XHH Poly-phosphates 
Y Vector of equilibrium states ( z[,, … , -?,$ 
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ABSTRACT 1 
There is a growing interest within the Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) modelling community to 2 
correctly describe physico-chemical processes after many years of mainly focusing on biokinetics. Indeed, 3 
future modelling needs, such as a plant-wide phosphorus (P) description, require a major, but unavoidable, 4 
additional degree of complexity when representing cationic/anionic behaviour in Activated Sludge 5 
(AS)/Anaerobic Digestion (AD) systems. In this paper, a plant-wide aqueous phase chemistry module 6 
describing pH variations plus ion speciation/ pairing is presented and interfaced with industry standard 7 
models. The module accounts for extensive consideration of non-ideality, including ion activities instead of 8 
molar concentrations and complex ion pairing. The general equilibria are formulated as a set of Differential 9 
Algebraic Equations (DAEs) instead of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) in order to reduce the 10 
overall stiffness of the system, thereby enhancing simulation speed. Additionally, a multi-dimensional 11 
version of the Newton-Raphson algorithm is applied to handle the existing multiple algebraic inter-12 
dependencies. Simulation results show pH predictions when describing Biological Nutrient Removal (BNR) 13 
by the activated sludge models (ASM) 1, 2d and 3 comparing the performance of a nitrogen removal 14 
(WWTP1) and a combined nitrogen and phosphorus removal (WWTP2) treatment plant configuration under 15 
different anaerobic/anoxic/aerobic conditions. The same framework is implemented in the Benchmark 16 
Simulation Model No. 2 (BSM2) version of the Anaerobic Digestion Model No. 1 (ADM1) (WWTP3) as 17 
well, predicting pH values at different cationic/anionic loads. In this way, the general applicability/flexibility 18 
of the proposed approach is demonstrated, by implementing the aqueous phase chemistry module in some of 19 
the most frequently used WWTP process simulation models. Finally, it is shown how traditional wastewater 20 
modelling studies can be complemented with a rigorous description of aqueous phase and ion chemistry (pH, 21 
speciation, complexation). 22 
KEYWORDS 23 
Activity correction, Ionic strength, Ionic behaviour, Dynamic pH prediction, Physico-chemical modelling, 24 
Water chemistry 25 
 26 
 27 
  28 
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Activated Sludge Models (ASMs) have traditionally used alkalinity to determine net acid-base state of the 30 
system (Henze et al., 2000). That is, processes such as nitrification (acid producing) will decrease alkalinity, 31 
while processes such as ammonia release (base producing) will increase alkalinity. Thus, the alkalinity state 32 
provided a warning of whether pH is likely to decrease substantially away from neutrality (Batstone et al., 33 
2012), which is simple, and effective in the specific case of nitrification. Unfortunately, the alkalinity 34 
approach has limitations for important applications since it is not possible to determine wastewater pH with 35 
the ASM alkalinity state, certainly not for the purposes of inorganic speciation modelling (Batstone et al., 36 
2012). 37 
 38 
Processes such as anaerobic digestion (Batstone et al., 2002), high strength wastewater 39 
nitrification/denitrification (Hellinga et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2007; Van Hulle et al., 2007; Ganigue et al., 40 
2010), biological phosphorus removal (Serralta et al., 2004;  Lopez-Vazquez et al., 2009) and nutrient 41 
recovery/multiple mineral precipitation (Musvoto et al., 2000; van Rensburg et al., 2003; Barat et al., 42 
2011; Kazadi Mbamba et al., 2015a;b) require pH calculation since some of the kinetic expressions are 43 
acid-base dependent. Indeed, pH is one of the most important variables affecting stoichiometry and kinetics 44 
of biological/chemical processes occurring in wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) (Tchobanoglous et al., 45 
2003) and a key monitored variable due to its ease of measurement. For this reason, future modelling needs, 46 
such as plant-wide phosphorus (P) removal, will require a paradigm shift from the traditional alkalinity-47 
based approach towards explicit calculation of pH and consequently a correct description of the aqueous 48 
phase chemistry that dictates pH.  49 
 50 
When modelling pH, an important point to take into account is computation efficiency. It has been common to 51 
formulate pH/weak acid-base models as Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) (Stumm and Morgan 1996; 52 
Musvoto et al., 2000; Hauduc et al., 2015). These equations should be tackled simultaneously with the 53 
ASM/ADM processes, where time constants differ significantly. Such systems are difficult to handle numerically 54 
unless special stiff solvers are used. Nevertheless, stiff solvers are inherently slow or unstable when input 55 
disturbances are dynamic, noise is applied or the models contain a mix of continuous and discrete elements 56 
(delay/sample and hold blocks, frequently used for example for process control applications) (Copp, 2002; 57 
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existing models. The more stochastic or random an input variable behaves, the more problematic is the simulation 59 
using a stiff solver. This is due to the structural nature of stiff solvers, which solve for future states implicitly. 60 
Stochastic inputs result in a much higher computational effort, since they disrupt both numerical stability and 61 
decrease state conformation to the implicit function used. A possible solution is to reduce model stiffness by 62 
approximating the fast ODEs as algebraic equations (AE) (Rosen et al., 2006) leaving only the slower ODEs. The 63 
obtained implicit algebraic equations can then be handled iteratively by either a stiff or an implicit algebraic 64 
solver. 65 
 66 
In order to be useful in a plant-wide context, an aqueous-phase chemistry module needs to predict pH in all 67 
process units across a wastewater treatment plant (WWTP, water lines/sludge lines). This is mainly because 68 
of the importance of plant-wide modelling/control has been emphasized by the chemical engineering 69 
community (Skogestad, 2000). Additionally, the module should be easily compatible with the existing 70 
ASM/ADM models and provide pH predictions without structural or mathematical manipulation of the 71 
existing models. This should be ensured, independently, by the selected model approach. Options include; 1) 72 
a common plant-wide (supermodel) approach (Fairlamb et al., et al., 2003, Grau et al., 2007; Ekama, 73 
2009; Barat et al., 2012; Lizzaralde et al., 2015) where the whole plant is described with a common vector 74 
of aqueous-phase components; or, 2) an interface-based approach (Nopens et al., 2009; Gernaey et al., 75 
2014) where the state variables of each models are connected by means of specific modules. The first 76 
method enables plant-wide commonality and avoids the problem of translation across interfaces, while the 77 
second method allows some simplification. 78 
 79 
Given that for aquatic chemistry, all processes can potentially occur in all units, we propose a (general) plant-wide 80 
aqueous phase chemistry module to describe pH variation and ion speciation/pairing from the simulation outputs 81 
of wastewater treatment process models. The module works as a sub-routine and predicts cationic/anionic 82 
behaviour and identifies potential pH related problems. The proposed approach, formulated as a set of nonlinear 83 
algebraic equations, guarantees computational efficiency, does not increase model stiffness and can be handled by 84 
all types of solvers (stiff/non stiff). In addition, a multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson (NR) sub-routine 85 
specifically developed to handle algebraic interdependencies enables rapid algebraic solution of very large 86 
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most of the commonly used wastewater process models (ASM, ADM). 88 
 89 
The main novelty of this work relies on developing a module that: (1) is generally applicable to any existing 90 
ASM/ADM model (as illustrated in this paper); (2) iteratively tracks ionic strength and calculates appropriate 91 
ion activity corrections; (3) shows the effect of the most common ion pairs playing a role within wastewater 92 
treatment works; (4) takes into account the interactions between biotic and abiotic processes; (5) 93 
complements wastewater treatment engineering studies with a rigorous description of cationic/anionic 94 
behaviour (pH, speciation, complexation); and finally, (6) integrates all the different elements (physico-95 
chemical/biochemical model) in a single software package. The paper details the development of aqueous-96 
phase plug-and-play module, provides implementation details and then illustrates the performance of the 97 
proposed approach with a number of simulated WWTP scenarios using the standard ASM/ADM1 models 98 
and also in the BSM2 framework. Lastly, opportunities to use the more rigorous description of the aqueous 99 
phase chemistry (as per the module) are proposed.  100 
2. METHODS 101 
2.1. General weak-acid base chemistry model 102 
The activated sludge/anaerobic digester aqueous phase composition is represented as a set of chemical 103 
entities called species Si (mol.L-1) and components Sj (mol.L-1). A species is defined as every chemical entity 104 
to be considered for the aqueous phase. These can represent protonized/deprotonized states or paired with 105 
other ions. For the set of species, a set of components is selected which completely accounts for the molar 106 
content of the aqueous phase (that is, all species concentrations can be fully determined from an independent 107 
linear combination of component concentrations) (Stumm and Morgan, 1996). The proposed approach 108 
considers 19 components: acetate (789:), aluminium (7;<=>), ammonium (7G=), butyrate (7@A:), calcium 109 
(78=!), carbonate (7 L:!), chloride (7<:), iron (II) (7IJ=!), iron (III) (7IJ=>), magnesium (7OP=!), nitrate 110 
(7G >:), nitrite (7G !:), phosphate (7H :>), potassium (7N=), propionate (76QR:), sodium (7G8=), sulfate 111 
(7M :!), sulfide (7M: -) and valerate (7T8:). Note that these component concentrations are different to the 112 
total concentrations which in-turn are the output of biokinetics models. The number of species considered is 113 
almost 120 (a complete list can be found in TS1 within the Supplemental information section). In Table 1, 114 
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represented by a linear molar balance combination for the inorganic carbon system (7E) is shown. A full 116 
description of the model components/species can be found in the Supplemental information section (TS2).  117 
 118 
The equilibrium equations are formulated as a set of non-linear algebraic equations including one law of 119 
mass-action for each species (i) (Eq. 1) and one mass balance for each component (j) (Eq. 2) to guarantee 120 
the component conservation principle. Species (i) are expressed in a way that can be written as the product of 121 
components (j) and the equilibrium constant. In Eq. 1 and Eq. 2,  7\  represents the activity/concentration 122 
of the ]^_ species,  7/  is the activity/concentration of the `
^_
 component, a, is the stoichiometric 123 
coefficient of the `^_ component in the ]^_ species (see Table 1),  is the activity coefficient, 0 is the 124 
equilibrium constant, 456  corresponds to the number of species and 4 represents the number of 125 
components. Further information about how to include activity corrections in wastewater treatment models 126 
can be found in Solon et al. (2015). 127 
b0 	c
Td,e
G9
f[
 
i = 1, 2, …, Nsp Eq. 1 
7,BRB	b7gha,	7 b	
Gij
f[
	 gha,


Gij
f[
 
j = 1, 2, …, NC 
i = 1, 2, …, Nsp 
 
Eq. 2 
The effect of temperature on 0 is corrected for by the constant-enthalpy form of the van´t Hoff equation 128 
(Stumm and Morgan, 1996). In Eq. 3, K1 and K2 are the equilibrium constants at temperatures T1 and T2 (in 129 
K), respectively, ∆R is the enthalpy change of the reaction and R is the universal gas constant. 130 
 131 
ln0K0[b
∆
m n
1
o[ p
1
oKq 
Eq. 3 
 132 
Full specification of the algebraic equation set requires an additional equation, which can be resolved by the 133 
charge balance (Batstone et al., 2002), as shown in Eq. 4: 134 
 135 
h798B ph78? b 0 Eq. 4 
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where 798B and 78? represent the total equivalent concentrations of cations and anions, respectively, which 137 
are the concentrations of respective ions multiplied by their valence. An alternative is to use a proton balance 138 
(Morel and Hering, 1993), which generates the same equation set, but with a different structure (see for 139 
example Harding et al., 2011 and Ikumi et al., 2011), and gives near identical model results (Solon et al., 140 
2015). 141 
2.2. Implementation details  142 
The mathematical formulation of the physic-chemical model results in a mixed system of nonlinear algebraic 143 
equations (AE) and ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that have to be solved using a suitable numerical 144 
method. Such equation sets are commonly referred to as differential algebraic equations (DAEs) and this set 145 
simultaneously computes the continuum concentrations of all reacting species as a function of time. The 146 
proposed method solves the differential equations separately with an explicit ODE solver, and  and solves the 147 
nonlinear algebraic system using an iterative solver, in this case a multi-dimensional version of the Newton-148 
Raphson method. 149 
Zs[bZpJI"Z$u[	G"Z$ Eq. 5 
where Z is the vector of equilibrium states (	z[,, … , z?,$	obtained from the previous iteration step i, G(z$ is 150 
a vector containing the values of the set of implicit algebraic equations (	g["z, … , z?$… , g?"z, … , z?$	, 151 
which has to be zero in order to satisfy the equilibrium. The full analytical Jacobian "JI) is used for 152 
calculation of the new state values, which requires symbolic manipulation of the algebraic equations in order 153 
to obtain the matrix of all first-order partial derivatives J b ∂"g, … , g?$ ∂"z, … , z?$/ . A numerical Jacobian 154 
was found to be less convergent but is included in the code provided. The iteration is repeated as long as the 155 
elements of the error function are larger than the absolute tolerance, which in our case is set to 10-12. Eq. 5 is 156 
used to solve the equilibrium set presented in Eq. 2, and the charge balance in Eq. 4 is used for calculation 157 
of ionic strength (y$ and activity corrections ($. As a result, the implementation can be easily simulated and 158 
combined with ASM/ADM while ensuring convergence and without significantly reducing simulation 159 
speed.The MINTEQ geochemical program (Allison et al., 1991) is used as a reference for verification 160 
purposes (see Supplemental information section 3). 161 
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Three benchmark wastewater treatment plant models are considered in this study (see schematic 163 
representation in Figure 1). Firstly, a nitrogen (N) removal plant (WWTP1) consisting of five reactors in 164 
series and one secondary sedimentation tank (SEC) is investigated. Tanks 1 and 2 are anoxic (ANOX1, 2) 165 
while tanks 3, 4 and 5 (AER1, 2 and 3) are aerobic. AER3 and ANOX1 are linked by means of an internal 166 
recycle (QINTR). Two cases are considered, where the behaviour of WWTP1 is described using ASM1 and 167 
ASM3 (Henze et al., 2000), respectively. Secondly, a combined N and phosphorus (P) removal plant 168 
(WWTP2) is studied, where two additional anaerobic reactors (ANAER1, 2) are added ahead of WWTP1. 169 
The WWTP2 plant has the same operational settings as WWTP1. In this case, the selected biological model is 170 
ASM2d (Henze et al., 2000). The secondary settler of both WWTP1 and WWTP2 is modelled using the 171 
double exponential function of Takács (Takács et al., 1991) combined with a reactive 10-layer pattern 172 
(Flores-Alsina et al., 2012). WWTP3 has the same configuration as the Benchmark Simulation Model No. 2 173 
(BSM2) (Gernaey et al., 2014). The activated sludge section has the same characteristics as WWTP1. The 174 
BSM2 plant further contains a primary clarifier, a sludge thickener, an anaerobic digester, a storage tank and 175 
a dewatering unit. The anaerobic digestion process is modelled using the Anaerobic Digestion Model No. 1 176 
(ADM1) (Batstone et al., 2002). Additional information about the plant design, operational conditions and 177 
process models of the BSM2 platform is given in Gernaey et al. (2014). 178 
2.4. Interfacing ASM1, 2d and 3 with the aqueous phase chemistry model 179 
The default implementation of the three ASM models (ASM1, 2d and 3) had to be adjusted in order to 180 
include the ion speciation/pairing model. These are the main modifications: 181 
• The ASM alkalinity state (7;1N) is removed and inorganic carbon (7E) used instead. The 7E is 182 
modelled as a source-sink compound to close the mass balances (inorganic carbon pool). Hence, the 183 
C, N, P, O and H content of all state variables in all models is assumed known in order to calculate 184 
the mass of each element per mass of COD. Composition for the different ASMs is taken from 185 
Reichert et al. (2001). 186 
• Phosphorus (P) is introduced in the same way in ASM1 and 3 (non-reactive).  187 
• Carbon dioxide stripping needs to be included. Specific CO2 volumetric mass transfer (01a !) is 188 
calculated from the oxygen volumetric mass transfer (01a) multiplied by the square root of the ratio 189 
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Hoff equation to correctly estimate the saturation concentration (7 K ∗) (Wett and Rauch, 2003). 191 
• The role of 7N and 7OP should be explicitly described and subjected to process dynamics when 192 
modelling formation/release of poly-phosphates (XHH) in the ASM2d. For stoichiometric 193 
considerations, poly-phosphates are assumed to have the composition "K{.LLMg{.LLPOL$? (Henze et 194 
al., 2000). 195 
• Chemical precipitation using metal hydroxides (	XOJ ) and metal phosphates (	XOJH) is omitted 196 
since 1) kinetic expressions are alkalinity dependant (and this has been removed) and 2) those 197 
processes are not present in ASM1. Precipitation can be included by the compatible generalised 198 
kinetic precipitation model described in (Kazadi Mbamba et al., 2015a;b). 199 
 200 
Once the three ASM models are adjusted, the outputs of the ASM models at each integration step are used as 201 
inputs for the aqueous-phase module to estimate pH from inorganic carbon (7E), inorganic nitrogen (7EG), 202 
inorganic phosphorus (7EH), acetate (789), potassium (7N), magnesium (7OP) and nitrate (7G L). Additional 203 
cations (798B) and anions (78?) are also included as tracked soluble/non-reactive states. Therefore, 798B is 204 
defined as: Aluminium (7;<), calcium (78), iron (II) (7IJK), iron (III) (7IJL) and sodium (7G8). 78? is 205 
represented by: butyrate (7@A), chloride (7<), nitrite (7G K), propionate (76QR), sulfate (7M ), bisulfide (7M) 206 
and valerate (7T8). These ions will have future use for describing precipitation, other model formulations 207 
(ADM1), additional biochemical model extensions (sulphate reducing bacteria, iron reducing bacteria) or 208 
simply to adjust pH/ionic strength. 209 
2.5. Interfacing ADM1 with the aqueous phase chemistry model 210 
Similarly to ASM1, 2d and 3, the ADM1 is slightly modified to allow seamless interfacing. The original pH 211 
solver proposed by Rosen et al. (2006) is substituted by the approach presented in this paper. Since the 212 
ADM1 only considers organics (as COD), C, and N, P is also included using a source-sink approach similar 213 
to ASM1 and ASM3 (non-reactive). C, N, P, O and H fractions are taken from Huete et al. (2005) and De 214 
Gracia et al. (2006). The ADM state variables used for pH calculation are inorganic carbon (7E), inorganic 215 
nitrogen (7EG), inorganic phosphorus (7EH), acetate (789), propionate (76QR), valerate (7T8) and butyrate (7@A). 216 
Finally the original ADM1 pools of undefined cations (798B) and anions (78?) are substituted for specific 217 
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However, current research is ongoing to explicitly consider these elements by including biological P, S and 219 
Fe interactions as well as multiple mineral precipitation (MMP). This will be presented in a separate 220 
manuscript in the case of the ADM1 (Flores-Alsina et al., 2015). 221 
3. RESULTS  222 
3.1. pH predictions in the influent wastewater 223 
The pH predictions of the proposed aqueous phase chemistry model for the influent wastewater composition 224 
are illustrated in Figure 2 (= influent cationic loads are identical for ASM1, 2d and 3 and can be found in 225 
Supplemental information section 3). Specifically, Figure 2a shows pH dynamic values for a time span of 226 
one week using the BSM1 influent file (Copp, 2002). Simulation results in Figure 2a (weekly) show that pH 227 
has a clear daily variation and follows the same profile as inorganic nitrogen (7EG), inorganic phosphorus 228 
(7EH) and acetate (789) in the influent. These (ionic) profiles are defined according to the principles described 229 
in Gernaey et al. (2011). However, only a households (HH) contribution is assumed for inorganic carbon 230 
(7E), potassium (7N), magnesium (7OP), calcium (78), sodium (7G8), chloride (7<$ and sulfate (7M ) 231 
loads. 232 
The pH profile represents a general pollutant behaviour, namely one morning peak, one evening peak, and 233 
late night and mid-day minima. The morning and the evening peaks represent the residents going to or 234 
returning from work. The late night minimum corresponds to the sleeping hours with limited water 235 
consumption (Butler et al., 1995, Flores-Alsina et al., 2014, Martin and Vanrolleghem 2014, Snip et al., 236 
2015). The presented pattern corresponds to the pH experimental observations by Sharma et al. (2013) and 237 
Alferes 2014a, b & c 238 
With respect to the ionic speciation/pairing (see Figure 3), only 2.35% of the available inorganic carbon 239 
(7E) is complexed with cations, such as Ca (78 >"8}$, 78 >=), Mg (7OP >"8}$, 7OP >=) and Na 240 
(7G8 >L: 	, 7G8 >"8}$). The dominant species (and consequently determining pH) are 7 >: - and 7! L∗ 241 
with 70.61% and 27.01%, respectively. 7 >:! is negligible. The same holds true for inorganic nitrogen (7EG), 242 
where less than 1% is paired in the form of ammonium sulfate (7GM =) or with metallic cations 243 
(78"G>$!=!  + 78G>=! g 7OP"G>$!=!). It is important to highlight that (7G >:) is not present in the influent 244 
(see white cells in Figure 3). Inorganic phosphorus (7EH) is mostly observed as 7H :!  and 7!H : 	 245 
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(78H 	"8}$,		78H :), Mg (7OPH 	"8}$, 7OPH :) and marginally with Na and K (7G8!H 	"8}$, 247 
7G8!H : , 7N!H 	"8}$, 7N!H :, amongst other compounds). A very small fraction remains as free phosphate 248 
"7H :>$. 74.51% of the sulfate is in the free-form	"7M :!$ with the remainder 25.49%  is soluble pairs with 249 
(in descending order of prominence) Ca (78M 	"8}$$, Mg (7OPM 	"8}$), Na/K (7G8M : , 7NM : 	) and 250 
ammonium (7GM =). Organic acids like acetate are mostly found in a protonated/deprotonated 251 
(7u89/789:) form (95%), with the minor remainder being paired with calcium (78u89=), magnesium 252 
(7OPu89=) and potassium (7Nu89).  253 
Figure 2b (yearly data) shows the effects of influent wastewater seasonal temperature on the aqueous-phase 254 
chemistry (Gernaey et al., 2014). Simulation results show a slight increase of pH during summer time. This 255 
is mainly due to a lower concentration of free calcium (78=!) and magnesium (7OP=!) at higher 256 
temperatures and the increase of their paired forms with carbonate (78 >"8}$, 78 >= , 7OP >"8}$, 257 
7OP >=) or sulfate (78M 	"8}$, 7OPM 	"8}$). As a result, there is a reduction in cationic charge which then 258 
requires a higher concentration of free protons (7=) to uphold the charge balance, and overall this effect 259 
depresses pH. 260 
The reader should be aware that some of the assumptions behind the constructed cationic profiles are quite 261 
simple (they are assumed to be constant). We are well aware that the potassium profile follows a similar 262 
profile as 7EG (it has basically human origin). On the other hand, we also know that in cold areas, there are 263 
sudden increases of sodium (7G8) / Calcium (78) and chloride (7<) when salt is added as (chemical) de-264 
icing method on roads. The latter affects conductivity, which otherwise is quite constant. Nevertheless, we 265 
did not want to focus the study on such effects (there is enough material/discussion to make a separate 266 
study). The one thing that should be noted is that the pH module presented in this paper would do exactly the 267 
same job. In other words, with more sophisticated ion profiles, the calculation method will be the same, and 268 
the resulting pH profile will be different. 269 
3.2. pH predictions in WWTP1 & 2 270 
The results of implementing the aqueous phase chemistry model in ASM1 and ASM3 using WWTP1 are 271 
depicted in Figure 4. In the anoxic zone (ANOX1 and 2) biological oxidation of organic substrates (789) 272 
using nitrate (7G >) as electron acceptor takes place. As a result 7G > is converted to nitrogen gas (7G!), 273 
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organic acids (789) and ammonium (7EG) are oxidized to inorganic carbon (7E) and	NOL, respectively, both 275 
of which cause a net pH decrease (production of a weaker acid 7E from the acid 789 and acid 7G > from the 276 
base 7EG). Nevertheless, the aeration in AER1, AER2 and AER3 promotes stripping of carbon dioxide 277 
( K$ which consequently causes a rise of pH. Note that aeration in AER3 is less intense compared to 278 
AER1 and 2, therefore the pH rise in that reactor is also lower. The effect of including an additional 279 
anaerobic section is also depicted in Figure 4. Under these conditions, the uptake of organic acids (789$ 280 
produces poly-hydroxy-alkanoates (XH;). Concurrent with 789 reduction, there is a release of inorganic 281 
phosphorus (7EH) as well as free potassium	"7N) and magnesium	"7OP) ions, which results from the decay of 282 
poly-phosphates (XHH). As a consequence, there is a decrease of pH in ANAER2. A similar pattern as 283 
described for WWTP1 also holds for the anoxic and aerobic zones in WWTP2 (further information can be 284 
found in Supplemental information section 3). Note that the authors have defined a relatively high influent 285 
inorganic carbon (7E) to see the effects of stripping through the different activated sludge units. A lower 7E 286 
would reduce these differences. In all cases (WWTP1 & 2) and for the three models (ASM1, 2d and 3) the 287 
oxidation of 789 and 7EG (with no stripping), slightly decreases pH at the top of the clarifier (OVER). At the 288 
bottom of the clarifier (UNDER), in the systems without biological P removal, the extra denitrification in the 289 
reactive settler model increases pH as described above for anoxic conditions. On the other hand, when there 290 
is bio-P removal, and consequently P release, pH is predicted to decrease. Simulation results correspond well 291 
with the experimental observations of Serralta et al. (2004). 292 
 293 
Figure 3 shows that there are no large variations in the species distribution of WWTP2. It is only at the end 294 
of the aerobic section (AER3) that the pH increase (noted above) causes important changes in the ionic 295 
speciation of carbonate (7E) and phosphate (7EH). Specifically, most of the inorganic carbon (92.51%) is in 296 
7 >: 	form (7! >∗ is stripped) near neutral pH, while the quantity of phosphate paired with metallic ions 297 
(78H 	"8}$,		78H :, 7OPH 	"8}$, 7OPH : , 7G8!H 	"8}$, 7G8!H : , 7N!H 	"8}$, 7N!H : , …) changes 298 
from 22.50% in the influent to 40.09% in AER3 Nitrate (7G >:) is present in the different sections of the 299 
bioreactors, but 99% is in the free form and less than 1% is paired with metallic cations. No substantial 300 
differences can be observed in the nitrogen system (7EG), sulfate system (7M $ and the distribution of 301 
organic acids (7u89/789:). 302 
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The last case study shows the same model framework implemented in the BSM2 version (Gernaey et al., 304 
2014) of the ADM1 (Batstone et al., 2002). Influent characteristics in the water line are defined in Gernaey 305 
et al, (2011). The interfaces proposed by Nopens et al. (2009) are used to convert ASM1 into ADM1 state 306 
variables. Figure 5 shows a dynamic pH profile within the anaerobic digester using a 365 day influent file. 307 
Simulation results show that pH variation has been dramatically attenuated compared to the influent file of 308 
the water line (Figure 2). This is mainly due to the smoothing effect that the different units of the flow 309 
diagram have on the dynamic profile (see Section 2.3). Another important point is that no seasonal variation 310 
due to temperature can be observed. Indeed, in this system, temperature is regulated at 35°C and as a 311 
consequence there is no variation in the equilibrium constant (Eq. 3). Additional information can be found in 312 
Supplemental information section 3. 313 
 314 
The study further evaluates the behaviour of WWTP3 when increasing the cationic load. The objective of this 315 
additional exercise is to show the impact that monovalent/divalent ion pairing can have on the predicted 316 
overall process performance. Thus, an additional waste stream with a constant flow rate of 5 m3.day-1 is 317 
included. The cationic influent concentrations range from 0 to 2.5 mol.L-1, which leads to five additional 318 
scenarios to be evaluated (SC1, SC2, SC3, SC4 and SC5). The cationic loads are (equally) distributed either 319 
into sodium (Na) and potassium (K) (monovalent) or calcium (Ca) and magnesium (Mg) (divalent). A series 320 
of simulations are re-run to see the overall effect on 1) species distribution, and 2) biogas production. 321 
 322 
Figure 6 illustrates the variation in the species distribution for the default case (D1) and for the five different 323 
scenarios. From the generated results, the reader may notice that the highest differences can be observed 324 
within the carbon (7E) and phosphorus (7EH) systems. Figure 6 shows substantial changes in 7 >:   325 
depending on whether monovalent (M) (4.42%) or divalent (D) (13.58%) cations are added for the different 326 
scenarios (SC1, …, SC5) (= different ion pairs). This is mainly due to the stronger affinity of calcium and 327 
magnesium cations for carbonate (78 >"8}$, 78 >=, 7OP >"8}$, 7OP >=) compared to sodium 328 
(7G8 >: , 7G8 >"8}$) and potassium. The effect of ion pairing with inorganic carbon compounds also has 329 
important consequences for the different digestion products. Another important effect can be observed in the 330 
phosphorus system	"7EH). Again, the preferential binding of Ca and Mg (78H 	"8}$,		78H :, 7OPH 	"8}$, 331 
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H 	"8}$, 7G8!H : , 7N!H 	"8}$, 7N!H : , 332 
…
) modifies the whole system’s weak acid-base chemistry. Important differences can be observed between 333 
quantities of available (free) phosphate when monovalent or divalent cations are included with respect to the 334 
initial conditions. Hence, in the default situation 100% of P is distributed between 7H :!  and 335 
7!H :acting as a pH buffer. This ratio is changed dramatically depending on whether monovalent (up to 336 
80.82%) or divalent (up to 30.18%) cations are added.  337 
Another important aspect that the model is considering is illustrated in Figure 7. Results show a substantial 338 
reduction of  K stripping at high divalent cationic loads (S5_D) compared to a similar scenario but with 339 
monovalent cationic loads (S5_M). This is attributed to the effect of ion pairing (Na/ K versus Ca/Mg) and 340 
the resulting modifications of the 7 >:/ 7! >∗ ratio. Methane production (S) is not affected 341 
It is important to highlight that a plant wide context exposes limitations in the base ASM and ADM1 342 
implementations (Batstone et al., 2002). Specifically, sulphur and phosphorous were not included in the 343 
ADM1. Recent investigation revealed the important role that phosphorus accumulating organisms (PAO) 344 
might have on the anaerobic digester (Ikumi et al., 2014), causing dynamic release of phosphate and metals, 345 
which as we have shown is a highly important chemical in the system. It is also well known that sulfate can 346 
potentially be reduced to sulfide (7!M) under anaerobic conditions, and sulfide is extremely important as a 347 
pairing, buffer, and gas-active compound (Batstone et al., 2012). This extends to biology, since sulfate 348 
reducers outcompete methanogens for hydrogen (7!). Second of all, there will be a decrease of aceticlastic 349 
and hydrogenotrophic methanogensis due to 7!M inhibition (Fedorovich et al., 2003; Batstone et al., 2006; 350 
Barrera et al., 2014). Finally, it must be taken into account that precipitation processes are not included 351 
(Musvoto et al., 2000; van Rensburg et al., 2003; Barat et al., 2011; Kazadi Mbamba et al., 2015a;b). 352 
Excluding the precipitation process while including the calcium (78=!) ions as cations causes: (1) the model 353 
to generally over-predict pH because of ion precipitation; (2) the model to over-predict carbon dioxide gas 354 
production and the concentrations of inorganic carbon in aqueous solutions, since the latter is complexed 355 
during precipitation; and, (3) faster physico-chemical dynamics in the model in general, since the system is 356 
dynamically buffered by precipitates (e.g., CaCO3, CaPO4), with slow precipitation kinetics (Bastone et al., 357 
2002). Nevertheless, the examples presented in this study, even though incomplete, are illustrative and useful 358 
to demonstrate the effect of ion pairing and consequently the capabilities of the proposed approach for 359 
implementing the aqueous phase chemistry module to describe these phenomena.  360 
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4.1. General applicability of the proposed approach 362 
The study presented in this manuscript demonstrates the general applicability of the aqueous phase chemistry 363 
module by providing guidelines on how to implement the presented approach into some of the most 364 
widespread ASM/ADM process models following a set of simple rules (Section 2.4 and 2.5). Nevertheless, 365 
it is important to highlight that the pH/speciation model described in this paper could also be implemented in 366 
combination with other models, such as the Bio-P module of the ASM3 (Rieger et al., 2001), the Technical 367 
University of Delft (TUD) extension of ASM2d (Meijer, 2004), the Barker and Dold model (Barker and 368 
Dold, 1997) and the UCTPHO model (Hu et al., 2007). In addition, predictions of nitrification-369 
denitrification models (Hellinga et al., 1999; Ganigue et al., 2010) could be improved by the consideration 370 
of activity corrections (Batstone et al., 2012). For anaerobic digestion, the model is not just limited to 371 
ADM1. The weak acid-base model could also be linked to models presented by Siegrist et al. (2002) and 372 
Sötemann et al. (2005). Last but not the least, the model could also be included in sewer models (Sharma et 373 
al., 2013; Gernaey et al., 2011; Saagi et al., 2015) which already address the relevant sulphur and iron 374 
transformations. Since it is broadly independent of the biological processes, it is applicable to any process 375 
where active compounds are explicitly calculated. 376 
4.2. pH dependency in ASM/ADM models 377 
Many (bio)chemical processes are affected by pH. Nevertheless, it is only in the anaerobic digestion model 378 
that pH dependency equations have been included thus far (Batstone et al., 2002; Rosen et al., 2006). 379 
Additional equations describing how pH affects the bio-P processes could be added (Serralta et al., 2004). 380 
Another possibility is to use the speciation model to estimate free ammonia (7G>) and free nitrous acid 381 
(7G !). These two species are absolutely necessary to correctly describe high strength nitritation/nitratation 382 
processes separately with ammonia-oxidising bacteria (X; ~) and nitrite-oxidising bacteria (XG ~). The 383 
latter has a crucial effect when one aims at describing and predicting nitrous oxide emissions correctly (Hiatt 384 
and Grady, 2008; Ni et al., 2014; Snip et al., 2014; Lindblom et al., 2014). 385 
4.3. Precipitation model 386 
The most immediate application of the module presented in this paper is the link with a precipitation 387 
framework. Numerous studies have stressed the need to correctly characterize ionic behaviour in order to 388 
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Hauduc et al., 2015; Kazadi Mbamba et al., 2015a;b). This is mainly due to the fact that many 390 
precipitation kinetic expressions are based on an estimated saturation index (SI). SI represents the logarithm 391 
of the ratio between the product of the different activities () and the solubility product constant (056). The 392 
proposed aqueous-phase chemistry module provides all the necessary inputs to continuously track ionic 393 
strength and SI values for various minerals. 394 
4.4. Model verification and experimental validation 395 
The implementation of this general module has been verified (ring-tested) using the widely used software 396 
package MINTEQ. MINTEQ is a freeware chemical equilibrium model for the calculation of metal 397 
speciation, solubility equilibrium, sorption and other relevant chemistry in natural waters. pH values, ionic 398 
strength calculation and the composition of the selected compounds from the aqueous-phase chemistry 399 
module have been compared with MINTEQ outputs for three different cases. In all cases, differences 400 
between the proposed approach and MINTEQ are observed to be lower than 1% and are mainly due to 401 
numerical uncertainty when working with low absolute concentrations (see Supplemental information 402 
section 3). In addition, the proposed aqueous-phase chemistry module has been experimentally validated in 403 
two different studies (Kazadi Mbamba et al., 2015a;b). In these studies, the approach presented was linked 404 
to a general precipitation model and was used to predict pH variation and cationic/anionic behaviour for 405 
different types of experiments (titration, aeration) and samples (synthetic, anaerobic digestion sludge). 406 
Simulations showed that the aqueous-phase chemistry module is successfully able to reproduce those 407 
experimental results (Kazadi Mbamba et al., 2015a;b) 408 
5. CONCLUSIONS 409 
The key outcomes can be summarized as follows: 410 
1) The presented approach is a versatile/general module that can be easily added to different ASM/ADM 411 
models. 412 
2) pH and ionic speciation/pairing are reliably predicted under anaerobic, anoxic and aerobic conditions in 413 
both ASM and ADM models. 414 
3) The computing routine developed in this study allows the simultaneous simulation of ODEs and DAEs 415 
with multiple algebraic inter-dependencies using different types of solvers (stiff/non stiff). 416 
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inorganic species. Thus, it is possible to visualize the changes in the inorganic species when anaerobic, 418 
anoxic or aerobic conditions are modified. 419 
5) The presented approach is a starting point upon which additional models, such as multiple mineral 420 
precipitation, can be developed. 421 
6. SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY 422 
The MATLAB/SIMULINK code containing the implementation of the physico-chemical modelling 423 
framework in ASM1, 2d ,3 and ADM1 implemented in the WWTP1, 2 & 3 scenarios presented in this 424 
manuscript is available upon request. Using this code, interested readers will be able to reproduce the results 425 
summarized in this study. Please contact Prof. Ulf Jeppsson (ulf.jeppsson@iea.lth.se) at Lund University 426 
(Sweden) or Prof. Damien Batstone (damienb@awmc.uq.edu.au) at The University of Queensland 427 
(Australia). 428 
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Table 1. Stoichiometric matrix of the carbonate-component system (Sj) and the considered species (Si) 
i/j formula  	 
	 	 	 
	 log Ki ∆H0 

 CO3-2 1      0 0 
	  Al
+3 
 1     0 0 

	  Ca+2   1    0 0 
	  Fe
+2 
   1   0 0 
	  Mg+2     1  0 0 

	  Na
+
      1 0 0 


	
 
Al2(OH)2CO3+2 1 2     4.31 0 


  CaCO3 (aq) 1  1    3.22 16 

	  CaHCO3
+
 1  1    11.434 0 
	  FeHCO3
+ 1   1   11.429 0 
∗  H2CO3
*
 1      16.681 -32 
  HCO3
-
 1      10.329 -14.6 
	  Mg2CO3
+2
 1    2  3.59 0 

 MgCO3 (aq) 1    1  2.92 10 
	  MgHCO3
+
 1    1  11.34 -9.6 

  NaCO3
-
 1     1 1.27 -20.35 


 NaHCO3 (aq) 1     1 10.029 -28.33 
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Figure 1. Flow diagram of the wastewater treatment plants under study. 
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a)  
 
b) 
Figure 2. Influent wastewater pH predictions using two different influent profiles: 1) a 7 days BSM1 influent file (short term) and 2) a 365 days BSM1 LT influent file (long 
term). An exponential smoothing filter (time constant = 3 day) is used in (b) to improve visualization of the data (in white). Influent wastewater composition is identical in 
the three evaluated cases (ASM1, ASM2d and ASM3). 
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  i/j distribution INF ANAER1 ANER2 ANOX1 ANOX2 AER1 AER2 AER3 OVER UNDER 
ࡿ۷۱  ܵେ୓యషమ 
ܵୌେ୓యష 
ܵୌమେ୓య∗ 
ܵେୟେ୓యሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ 	ܵେୟୌେ୓యశ  
ܵ୑୥େ୓యሺୟ୯ሻ ൅	ܵ୑୥ୌେ୓యశ ൅ ܵ୑୥మେ୓యశమ   
ܵ୒ୟେ୓యష ൅	ܵ୒ୟୌେ୓యሺୟ୯ሻ 
ࡿ۷ۼ  ܵ୒ୌరశ 
ܵ୒ୌయሺୟ୯ሻ 
ܵ୒ୌరୗ୓రష 
ܵେୟሺ୒ୌయሻమశమ ൅ ܵେୟ୒ୌయశమ ൅ ܵ୑୥ሺ୒ୌయሻమశమ              
ࡿ۷۾  ܵ୔୓రషయ 
ܵୌ୔୓రషమ 
ܵୌమ୔୓ସష 
ܵୌయ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ 
ܵେୟୌ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ ܵେୟ୔୓రష ൅ ܵେୟୌమ୔୓రశ  
ܵ୑୥ୌ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ ܵ୑୥୔୓రష  
ܵ୒ୟమୌ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ ܵ୒ୟୌమ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ ܵ୒ୟమ୔୓రష ൅	ܵ୒ୟୌ୔୓రష 
ܵ୏మୌ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅	ܵ୏మ୔୓రష ൅ ܵ୏ୌమ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅	ܵ୏୔୓రషమ 
ࡿۼ۽૜  ܵ୒୓యష 
ܵେୟሺ୒୓యሻశ ൅ ܵେୟሺ୒୓యሻమ 
ܵ୏୒୓యሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ ܵ୒ୟ୒୓యሺୟ୯ሻ 
ࡿ܁۽૝  ܵୗ୓రషమ 
ܵୌୗ୓రష 
ܵେୟୗ୓రሺୟ୯ሻ 
ܵ୑୥ୗ୓రሺୟ୯ሻ 
ܵ୒ୟୗ୓రష 
ܵ୏ୗ୓రష 
ܵ୒ୌరୗ୓రష  
ࡿ܉܋  ܵୟୡష 
ܵୌିୟୡ 
ܵେୟିୟୡశ 
ܵ୑୥ିୟୡశ 
ܵ୒ୟିୟୡ 
ܵ୏ିୟୡ 
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Figure 3. Distribution of the different C, N, P, S and acetate related species /ion pairs in the different sections of WWTP2. 
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Figure 4. pH predictions in the different units for WWTP1 (a) and WWTP2 (b) using ASM1, 2d and 3. In ASM1 and 3 an approximate 40% of readily biodegradable 
substrate (SS) is assumed to be acetate Sac. 
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Figure 5. pH predictions within the AD using the 365 days BSM2 influent data (after the water line). 
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 i/j distribution  D SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5 
ࡿ۷۱  ܵେ୓యషమ                       
ܵୌେ୓యష                       
ܵୌమେ୓య∗                       
ܵେୟେ୓యሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ 	ܵେୟୌେ୓యశ                        
ܵ୑୥େ୓యሺୟ୯ሻ ൅	ܵ୑୥ୌେ୓యశ ൅ ܵ୑୥మେ୓యశమ                         
ܵ୒ୟେ୓యష ൅	ܵ୒ୟୌେ୓యሺୟ୯ሻ                       
ࡿ۷ۼ  ܵ୒ୌరశ                       
ܵ୒ୌయሺୟ୯ሻ                       
ܵ୒ୌరୗ୓రష                       
ܵେୟሺ୒ୌయሻమశమ ൅ ܵେୟ୒ୌయశమ ൅ ܵ୑୥ሺ୒ୌయሻమశమ               
ࡿ۷۾  ܵ୔୓రషయ                       
ܵୌ୔୓రషమ                       
ܵୌమ୔୓ସష                       
ܵୌయ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ                       
ܵେୟୌ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ ܵେୟ୔୓రష ൅ ܵେୟୌమ୔୓రశ                        
ܵ୑୥ୌ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ ܵ୑୥୔୓రష                        
ܵ୒ୟమୌ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ ܵ୒ୟୌమ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅ ܵ୒ୟమ୔୓రష ൅	ܵ୒ୟୌ୔୓రష                       
ܵ୏మୌ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅	ܵ୏మ୔୓రష ൅ ܵ୏ୌమ୔୓రሺୟ୯ሻ ൅	ܵ୏୔୓రషమ                       
ࡿ܁۽૝  ܵୗ୓రషమ                       
ܵୌୗ୓రష                       
ܵେୟୗ୓రሺୟ୯ሻ                       
ܵ୑୥ୗ୓రሺୟ୯ሻ                       
ܵ୒ୟୗ୓రష                       
ܵ୏ୗ୓రష                       
ܵ୒ୌరୗ୓రష                        
ࡿ܉܋  ܵୟୡష                       
ܵୌିୟୡሺୟ୯ሻ                       
ܵେୟିୟୡశ                       
ܵ୑୥ିୟୡశ                       
ܵ୒ୟିୟୡ                       
ܵ୏ିୟୡ                       
ࡿܘܚܗ  ܵ୮୰୭ష                       
ܵୌି୮୰୭ሺୟ୯ሻ                       
ܵେୟି୮୰୭శ                       
ܵ୑୥ି୮୰୭శ                       
ࡿ܊ܝ  ܵୠ୳ష                       
ܵୌିୠ୳ሺୟ୯ሻ                       
ܵେୟିୠ୳శ                       
ܵ୑୥ିୠ୳శ                       
ࡿܞ܉  ܵ୴ୟష                       
ܵୌି୴ୟሺୟ୯ሻ                       
ܵେୟି୴ୟశ                       
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Figure 6. Distribution of the different C, N, P, S and VFA related species /ion pairs for the different scenarios evaluated for WWTP3. 
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Figure 7. Effect of (monovalent/divalent) ion pairing on the anaerobic digestion products for different cationic loads. 
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• A generic module offers a description of important aqueous-phase phenomena in WWTP models  
• The aqueous-phase module is interfaced with ASM 1, 2d, 3 and ADM1  
• The aqueous-phase module is solved with an optimised iterative algebraic method 
• Special routines are developed to handle multiple algebraic inter-dependencies 
• PH and speciation/complexation changes are predicted in response to operational modifications  
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Table S1. List of considered species and their thermodynamic properties (I) 
Symbol Formula log Ki ∆H0 

	

  Al-(Acetate)2+ 4.6 41 

	

 Al(OH)2+ -10.294 122.5 
 Al(OH)3 (aq) -16.691 176.3 

 Al(OH)4- -23 183 
	
  Al(SO4)2- 5.58 11.9 

		

  Al2(OH)2+4 -7.694 74.62 
		
  Al2(OH)2-Acetate+3 -2.414 0 

		

	 Al2(OH)2CO3+2 4.31 0 

	

 Al2PO4+3 18.98 0 



  Al3(OH)4+5 -13.888 140.24 

	 Al-Acetate
+2
 2.75 16 

	  Al-Butyrate
+2
 2.19 0 

	  AlCl
+2
 -0.39 0 



  AlHPO4+ 20.01 0 

	  AlOH
+2
 -4.997 47.81 

 AlOH-Acetate
+
 -0.147 0 

	  Al-Propionate+2 2.3 12 



 AlSO4+ 3.84 9 

	

	  Ca(NH3)2+2 -18.59 0 
	 Ca(NO3)2 -4.5 0 

 Ca-Acetate
+
 1.18 4 

  Ca-Butyrate
+
 0.94 33.472 

 CaCl
+
 0.4 4 
 CaCO3 (aq) 3.22 16 
	
 CaH2PO4
+
 20.923 -6 

 CaHCO3
+
 11.434 0 
 CaHPO4 (aq) 15.035 -3 

	  CaNH3
+2
 -9.04 0 

  CaNO3
+
 0.5 -5.4 

  CaOH
+
 -12.697 64.11 
 CaPO4
-
 6.46 129.704 
 Ca-Propionate+ 0.93 33.472 
 CaSO4 (aq) 2.36 7.1 

  Ca-Valerate
+
 0.3 0 

	

  Fe-(Acetate)2+ 7.57 0 
 Fe-(Acetate)3 (aq) 95.867 0 

	

	  Fe(NH3)2+2 -16.24 89 



	  Fe(NH3)3+2 -25.05 133 



	  Fe(NH3)4+2 -34.23 177 
	
	  Fe(NO2)2+ 4.72 0 
	 Fe(NO2)3 (aq) 6.78 0 
	 Fe(OH)2 (aq) -20.494 119.62 

	

 Fe(OH)2+ -5.75 37.7 

 Fe(OH)3- -30.991 126.43 
 Fe(OH)3 (aq) -15 75.3 

 Fe(OH)4- -22.7 154.8 
	
 Fe(SO4)2- 5.38 19.2 

		

 Fe2(OH)2+4 -2.894 56.42 



 Fe3(OH)4+5 -6.288 65.24 
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Table S1. List of considered species and their thermodynamic properties (II) 
Symbol Formula log Ki ∆H0 

 Fe-Acetate
+
 1.4 0 

	  Fe-Acetate
+2
 4.24 25 

	  Fe-Butyrate
+2
 3.41 11 

 FeCl
+
 -0.2 0 

	  FeCl
+2
 1.48 23 
	
 FeH2PO4
+
 22.273 0 
	
	 FeH2PO4
+2
 23.85 0 

  FeHCO3
+
 11.429 0 
 FeHPO4 (aq) 15.975 0 

 FeHPO4
+
 22.285 -305.432 

  FeHS
+
 5.62 0 

	 FeNH3
+2
 -7.84 44.1 
	
	  FeNO2
+2
 3.2 0 

  FeOH
+
 -9.397 55.81 

	  FeOH
+2
 -2.02 25.1 

	  Fe-Propionate+2 3.71 21 
 FeSO4 (aq) 2.39 8 

 FeSO4
+
 4.25 25 

	 Fe-Valerate
+2
 3.51 13 
	∗ H2CO3* (aq) 16.681 -32 
	 H2PO4
-
 19.573 -18 
	 H2S (aq) 7.02 -22 
 H3PO4 21.721 -10.5 
 H-Acetate (aq) 4.757 0.41 
 H-Butyrate (aq) 4.818 2.8 
 HCO3
-
 10.329 -14.6 
	 HNO2 (aq) 3.15 0 
	  HPO4
-2
 12.375 -15 
 H-Propionate (aq) 4.874 0.75 
 HSO4
-
 1.99 22 
 H-Valerate (aq) 4.843 2.8 
 	 K2HPO4 (aq) 13.5 0 
 	  K2PO4
-
 2.26 0 
  K-Acetate (aq) -0.27 4 
  KCl (aq) -0.3 -4 
 	 KH2PO4 (aq) 19.873 0 
   KHPO4
-
 13.255 0 
  KNO3 (aq) -0.19 -12 
  KOH (aq) -13.757 55.81 
 	  KPO4
-2
 1.43 15 
  KSO4
-
 0.85 4.1 

!"	

	  Mg(NH3)2+2 -18.29 99 
!"	
	  Mg2CO3
+2
 3.59 0 
!"
 Mg-Acetate+ 1.26 0 
!"
  Mg-Butyrate+ 0.96 0 
!"
 MgCl+ 0.6 4 
!" MgCO3 (aq) 2.92 10 
!"
 MgHCO3
+
 11.34 -9.6 
!" MgHPO4 (aq) 0.97 42.677 
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Table S1. List of considered species and their thermodynamic properties (III) 
Symbol Formula log Ki ∆H0 
!"
  MgOH+ -11.417 67.81 
!"  MgPO4
-
 4.654 129.704 
!"
  Mg-Propionate+ 0.97 42.677 
!" MgSO4 (aq) 2.26 5.8 
	 Na2HPO4 (aq) 13.32 0 
	 Na2PO4
-
 2.59 0 
 Na-Acetate (aq) -0.12 8 
 NaCl (aq) -0.3 -8 
 NaCO3
-
 1.27 -20.35 
	 NaH2PO4 (aq) 19.873 0 
 NaHCO3 (aq) 10.029 -283.301 
 NaHPO4
-
 13.445 0 
 NaNO3 (aq) -0.55 0 
 NaOH (aq) -13.897 59.81 
		 Na2PO4
-2
 1.43 8 
 NaSO4
-
 0.74 1 
 NH3 (aq) -9.244 52 
 NH4SO4
-
 1.03 0 
  OH
-
 -13.997 55.81 
	  S
-2
 -17.4 49.4 
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Table S2. Stoichiometric matrix of the species (Si) and components (Sj) (I) 
    	
                 
      
 
   
  1                   
 !  1                  
"#   1                 
$%!& 
   1                
$&     1               
$        1              
'(&       1             
'(!        1            
)*          1           
+          1          
,-&           1         
.)/  
           1        
.%&             1       
.%!              1      
.               1     
0%/! 
               1    
123                  1   
*%4&                  1  
5                   1 
 6789  2 1                  

 7%)8&
 
 1                  
 7%)8!7:8  1                  
 7%)8/
 
 1                  
 7*%/8&
  
 1                2  

 &7%)8&
/ 
 2                  
 &7%)8&6!  1 2                  

 &7%)8&$%!
& 
 2  1                

 &0%/
! 
 2              1    

 !7%)8/
; 
 3                  
 6& 1 1                  
 6"#&  1 1                 
 $ &  1    1              

 )0%/
  
 1              1    
 %)&  1                  
 %)6 1 1                  
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Table S2. Stoichiometric matrix of the species (Si) and components (Sj) (II) 
    	
                 
      
 
   
 6123&  1               1   

 *%/
 
 1                1  

$7.)!8&
& 
    1       2        
$7.%!8&     1         2      
$6 1    1               
$6"#    1  1               
$$      1 1              
$$%!7:8    1 1               
$)&0%/     1           1    
$)$%!    1 1               
$)0%/7:8     1           1    
$.)!&     1       1        
$.%!      1         1      
$%)      1               
$0%/     1           1    
$6123     1            1   
$*%/7:8     1             1  
$65      1              1 

'(678&
  2       1            
'(678!7:8 3       1            

'(7.)!8&
& 
      1     2        

'(7.)!8!
& 
      1     3        

'(7.)!8/
& 
      1     4        
'(7.%&8&        1     2       
'(7.%&8!7:8        1     3       
'(7%)8&7:8       1             

'(7%)8&
 
       1            
'(7%)8!
 
      1             
'(7%)8!7:8        1            
'(7%)8/
 
       1            
'(7*%48&
 
       1          2  

'(&7%)8&
/ 
       2            

'(!7%)8/
; 
       3            
'(6 1      1             
'(6& 1       1            
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Table S2. Stoichiometric matrix of the species (Si) and components (Sj) (III) 
    	
                 
      
 
   
'(6"#&   1     1            
'($       1 1             
'($ &      1  1            
'()&0%/       1         1    
'()&0%/&        1        1    
'()$%!     1   1             
'()0%/7:8       1         1    
'()0%/        1        1    
'()*        1  1           
'(.)!&       1     1        
'(.%&&        1     1       
'(%)        1             
'(%)&        1            
'(6123&        1         1   
'(*%/7:8       1           1  
'(*%/        1          1  
'(65&        1           1 
)&$%!∗7:8    1                
)&0%/                1    
)&*7:8         1           
)!0%/7:8                1    
)67:8 1                   
)6"#7:8   1                 
)$%!    1                
).%&7:8             1       
)0%/&                1    
)61237:8                 1   
)*%/                  1  
)657:8                   1 
+&)0%/7:8          2      1    
+&0%/           2      1    
+67:8 1         1          
+$ 7:8      1    1          
+)&0%/7:8          1      1    
+)0%/           1      1    
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Table S2. Stoichiometric matrix of the species (Si) and components (Sj) (IV) 
    	
                 
      
 
   
+.%!7:8          1    1      
+%)7:8          1          
+0%/&          1      1    
+*%/          1        1  

,-7.)!8&
& 
          1 2        
,-&$%!&    1       2         
,-6 1          1         
,-6"#    1        1         
,-$       1     1         
,-$%!7:8    1       1         
,-)$%!    1       1         
,-)0%/7:8           1     1    
,-%)            1         
,-0%/            1     1    
,-6123            1      1   
,-*%/7:8           1       1  
.&)0%/7:8               2 1    
.&0%/               2 1    
.67:8 1              1     
.$ 7:8      1         1     
.$%!    1           1     
.)&0%/7:8               1 1    
.)$%!7:8    1           1     
.)0%/               1 1    
..%!7:8              1 1     
.%)7:8               1     
.&0%/&               1 1    
.*%/               1   1  
.)!7:8            1        
.)/*%/            1      1  
%)                     
*&         1           
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Table S3-1. ASM Influent conditions and model verification  
Symbol (totals)  Units Symbol 
(component) 
This study Minteq  
   27.8 g COD. m
-3
  0.0004 0.0004 mol.L
-1
 
	  g Al. m
-3
 

    mol.L
-1 
  g COD. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
 120.0 g Ca. m
-3
 
  0.0027 0.0027 mol.L
-1 
 150.0 g C. m
-3
 
  3.38E-06 2.97E-06 mol.L
-1 
	 225.0 g Cl. m
-3
 
 0.0063 0.0063 mol.L
-1 
  g Fe. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
  g Fe. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
  g COD. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
! 60.0 g K. m
-3
 
" 0.0015 0.0015 mol.L
-1 
#$ 60.0 g Mg. m
-3
 
%&  0.0022 0.0022 mol.L
-1 
' 31.5 g N. m
-3
 
()  0.0022 0.0022 mol.L
-1 
'*  g N. m
-3
 (   mol.L
-1 
'*  g N. m
-3
 
(   mol.L
-1 
' 80.0 g Na. m
-3
 
(    mol.L
-1 
+ 9.0 g P. m
-3
 
,) 3.86E-10 3.25E-10 mol.L
-1 
-./  g COD. m
-3
 
012   mol.L
-1 
*3 30.0 g S. m
-3
 
 ) 0.0007 0.0007 mol.L
-1 
4  g COD. m
-3
 
5   mol.L
-1 
 
   1.77E-07 1.93e-07 mol.L
-1
 
 
  - 6.69 6.65  
 
  6 0.0230 0.0230 mol.L
-1
 
 
  7 0.87 0.87  
 
Table S3-2. AER3 effluent conditions (ASM2d) and model verification  
Symbol (totals)  Units Symbol 
(component) 
This study Minteq  
   0,0055 g COD. m
-3
  8.17E-08 8.16E-08 mol.L
-1
 
	  g Al. m
-3
 

    mol.L
-1 
  g COD. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
 120.0 g Ca. m
-3
 
  0.0027 0.0027 mol.L
-1 
  g C. m
-3
 
  2.84E-05 2.14e-5 mol.L
-1 
	 225.0 g Cl. m
-3
 
 0.0063 0.0063 mol.L
-1 
  g Fe. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
  g Fe. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
  g COD. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
! 56,1 g K. m
-3
 
" 0.0014 0.0014 mol.L
-1 
#$ 57,6 g Mg. m
-3
 
%&  0.0022 0.0022 mol.L
-1 
' 1,1 g N. m
-3
 
()  7.63E-05 7.65E-05 mol.L
-1 
'*  g N. m
-3
 (   mol.L
-1 
'* 7,4 g N. m
-3
 
( 0.005 0.005 mol.L
-1 
' 80.0 g Na. m
-3
 
(    mol.L
-1 
+ 0.0061 g P. m
-3
 
,) 5.04E-11 3.75E-11 mol.L
-1 
-./  g COD. m
-3
 
012   mol.L
-1 
*3 30.0 g S. m
-3
 
 ) 0.0007 0.0007 mol.L
-1 
4  g COD. m
-3
 
5   mol.L
-1 
 
   1.55E-08 1.95E-08 mol.L
-1
 
 
  - 7.81 7.76  
 
  6 0.0205 0.0205 mol.L
-1
 
 
  7 0.87 0.87  
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Table S3-3. AD effluent conditions (ADM1) and model verification  
Symbol (total)  Units Symbol 
(component) 
This study Minteq  
   0.0662 kg COD. m
-3
  0.0010 0.0010 mol.L
-1
 
	  kmol Al. m
-3
 

    mol.L
-1 
 0.0138 kg COD. m
-3
 
  0.0001 0.0001 mol.L
-1 
 0.0048 kmol Ca. m
-3
 
  0.0025 0.0026 mol.L
-1 
 0.0913 kmol C. m
-3
 
  1,45E-04 1.62E-04 mol.L
-1 
	 0.0096 kmol Cl. m
-3
 
 0.0095 0.0095 mol.L
-1 
  kmol Fe. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
  kmol Fe. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
  kg COD. m
-3
 
    mol.L
-1 
! 0.0025 kmol K. m
-3
 
" 0.0024 0.0024 mol.L
-1 
#$ 0.0049 kmol Mg. m
-3
 
%&  0.0026 0.0027 mol.L
-1 
' 0.0934 kmol N. m
-3
 
()  0.0903 0.0908 mol.L
-1 
'*  kmol N. m
-3
 (   mol.L
-1 
'*  kmol N. m
-3
 
(   mol.L
-1 
' 0.0051 kmol Na. m
-3
 
(  0.0047 0.0048 mol.L
-1 
+ 0.0065 kmol P. m
-3
 
,) 8.56E-08 1.04E-07 mol.L
-1 
-./ 0.0173 kg COD. m
-3
 
012 0.0002 0.0002 mol.L
-1 
*3 0.0061 kmol S. m
-3
 
 ) 0.0040 0.0041 mol.L
-1 
4 0.0121 kg COD. m
-3
 
5 6.56E-05 5.81E-05 mol.L
-1 
 
   8.04E-08 8.02E-08 mol.L
-1
 
 
  - 6.97 6.97  
 
  6 0.122 0.123 mol.L
-1
 
 
  7 0.76 0.76  
 
 
